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An IoT is the communication of sensing devices linked to the Internet in order to communicate data. IoT devices have extremely
critical reliability with an efficient and robust network condition. Based on enormous growth in devices and their connectivity, IoT
contributes to the bulk of Internet traffic. Prediction of network traffic is very important function of any network. Traffic prediction
is important to ensure good system efficiency and ensure service quality of IoT applications, as it relies primarily on congestion
management, admission control, allocation of bandwidth to the system, and the identification of anomalies. In this paper, a
complete overview of IoT traffic forecasting model using classic time series and artificial neural network is presented. For
prediction of IoT traffic, real network traces are used. Prediction models are evaluated using MAE, RMSE, and R-squared values.
The experimental results indicate that LSTM- and FNN-based predictive models are highly sensitive and can therefore be used
to provide better performance as a timing sequence forecast model than the conventional traffic prediction techniques.

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) are communicating devices
with sensing capability that are connected to the Internet
which enables collecting and sharing of data without human
intervention. Initially, RFID tags were added to devices to
help track their location, and this was one of the first IoT
applications. As things are made to communicate with one
another, such kind of communication is called Machine-to-
Machine (M2M) communication. Communication can be
short range with mobile networks like 3G, 4G, LTE, and
5G, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and broad range [1]. The main
tasks to be performed by IoT devices are data collection,
M2M communication, and application processing. IoT
devices are meant to handle massive amount of data; there-
fore, its infrastructure needs to implement methods that
can manage, hold, and evaluate large data. In order to enable
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication, IoT platforms
are used along with protocols such as MQTT and CoAP [2–
4]. IoT devices may include services like monitoring, node
managing, data storage and evaluating capabilities, etc. IoT

devices are mainly used in applications such as Health Care
Systems, Home Appliances, Transportation, Monitoring of
Environmental Conditions, Logistics Management, Security
services, and many more. The IoT infrastructure consists of
(1) IoT nodes which are mainly called the IoT devices which
consists of sensors and actuators; (2) servers which are other-
wise called Fog nodes that facilitate storage, computing, and
networking; (3) data centers called cloud nodes that store
data using machine learning techniques and help in data
sharing; and (4) IoT applications that make use of the com-
puted data to provide services to the end user. In the Internet
of Things (IoT), individuals, systems, data, and objects have
been predominantly linked to and connected with the Inter-
net. The effectiveness of any IoT ultimately depends on how
easily it can interact with other IoT devices. Their perfor-
mance is assessed. Speed increase helps to minimize delays
and enhance the communication of data between devices.
For any IoT system, which relies on real-time updates, having
consistent and stable network conditions is extremely essen-
tial. The network’s ability to deal with more connected
devices will help the devices become more reliable.
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IoT will contribute to the major part of Internet traffic.
Research contributions related to IoT and network traffic
are limited to modeling IoT traffic and characterizing its
properties. IoT traffic characteristics depend on the types of
sources, hardware devices, and services provided as it is the
combination of different devices at different environments.
Traffic generators, for instance, Iperf and D-ITG, are used
in evaluating network performance and characterizing traffic.
Different types of interfaces and transport protocols are used
by the traffic generators. A traffic generator injects traffic into
the network for utilization by other devices. Traffic generator
facilitates in evaluating device performance. The IoT usage is
rapidly increasing, but a few research studies have been car-
ried out regarding traffic characterization. By visualizing
IoT traffic with the t-distributed stochastic neighbor embed-
ding (t-SNE) technique, flowing data analytics to perceive
anomalous IoT traffic by visually observing the traffic
through sensing devices with the BS graphs are some of the
techniques used in traffic characterization [5]. Machine
learning algorithms are employed for identifying and classi-
fying IoT devices. Artificial intelligence (AI) is used in the
prediction of network traffic for data networking. Traffic size
is predicted on the basis of the count of input and output
bytes during communication at various network levels. For
network operations, management, and other network func-
tionalities and roles, traffic prediction is mandatory. IoT traf-
fic can be broken down into three forms of traffic:
deterministic, probabilistic, and facilitated. The traffic from
the IoT devices and other communications networks can be
transported. Although the traffic from M2M connections
was historically smaller than that from end users. Currently,
traffic has grown faster than the number of connections as
video applications on M2M connections have been deployed
quickly, and IoT applications have become more frequent
and demand more bandwidth and lower latency.

Devices and their connectivity have increased enor-
mously as well as people and Internet users. This leads to a
rise in average per household and per capita devices and con-
nections. Each year, new devices are launched and imple-
mented on the market from a variety of sources and
heterogeneous hardware components with increased capaci-
ties and intelligence. The development of these devices and
connections is greatly influenced by an increasing number
of M2M applications. Therefore, the shifting mix of devices
and connections must be monitored, and their various own-
ership affects the traffic patterns differently. One of the main
contributors to global mobile traffic growth is the ever-
changing combination and increase in wireless devices acces-
sing mobile networks worldwide. Enhancing system capabil-
ities through faster, higher bandwidth, and smarter networks
will allow broad experimentation and the expansion of new
multimedia applications to help increase mobile and Wi-Fi
traffic. The rise in the usage of mobile apps and the growth
of mobile access in scope are increasing the number of end
users. The need for optimized bandwidth management and
new network monetization models has been brought about.
This is why the growth of mobile IoT brings individuals, sys-
tems, data, and items together to improve the relevance and
value of network connections and thus to increase network

traffic contribution [6]. Most of the infrastructure of IoT
devices consists of sensors, processors, network software,
and different vendors’ applications. A gateway often com-
prising products of several suppliers controls the endpoints.
The endpoints are different for different applications. The
basic functions of each application produce different types
of traffic in return. Different variables such as whether a pro-
cessing gateway is passed through, how much intelligence it
includes, and the applications run on the gateway depends
on traffic. Intelligent gateway awareness can react locally
and process most generated data while dumb devices need
more connectivity to a data center or to a cloud service.
The characteristics of traffic depend on flow, data collection,
transmission of data, and communications amongst actua-
tors and sensors.

There are several IoT devices linked by wireless. Rising
online device volumes would require more bandwidth. As
IoT grows, ensuring it can handle its devices and traffic
through the network is compulsory. As the number of
devices increases, IoT can increase its effect on the bandwidth
needs. As the technology develops more, the amount of data
linked to IoT devices will increase, which in turn will help to
improve the bandwidth requirement. Bandwidth will still be
sufficient for the end users. The major problem of effective
IoT technology deployment is related to the speed and cover-
age of wireless networks available (Wi-Fi). Another impor-
tant factor to IT traffic is the rise in broadband speed. The
network demands are far higher than IP voice and video.
The distribution of bandwidth in a congested network is dif-
ficult to handle. Improvements to broadband speed result in
increased usage and use of content and software with high
bandwidth. The global average speed of broadband is still
growing and will double from 45.9Mbps to 110.4Mbps from
2018 to 2023. Implementation and use of fiber to the home
(FTTH), high-speed DSL, and broadband cable adoption as
well as broadband penetration in general are key factors
influencing the broadband fixed forecast [6].

As mentioned earlier, IoT is liable for the interaction
amongst different devices. With the rise in smartphones,
IoT traffic on the Internet has significantly increased, and a
lot of research has been done to enhance the end user’s con-
nectivity experience. The component to predict traffic has
crucial effects on dynamic negotiation of bandwidths. Two
independent sections of the method are normally sampled
and predicted. To ensure good system efficiency, traffic pre-
diction is vital. To use network resources efficiently, traffic
prediction is essential. Congestion management, induction
control, network assignment of bandwidth, and detecting
malicious applications are based on accurate predictions of
traffic at end points. This allows for effective distribution of
resources to ensure consistent service quality. Network
abuses are preventing and detecting increasingly difficult
with increasing traffic and network complexity. The ade-
quacy of traffic forecast is directly linked to this. The quality
of service provided by wireless sensor networks depends on
the supply of power. A precise traffic prediction is needed
to speed up these nodes and to maximize energy savings.
With rising requirements for demands in traffic and compu-
tational needs, power consumption is increased [7].
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The contributions of the paper are listed as follows:

(i) The related techniques for traffic prediction are
explored and implemented for comparative study
of the existing methods with the proposed LSTM
method and feedforward neural networks (FNN)
prediction method

(ii) To use the network bandwidth optimally, to reduce
the over consumption of the IoT channels, FNN
and LSTM are proposed which are more efficient
than the existing ARIMA- and VARMA-based
techniques

(iii) The problem of insufficient data of IoT devices and
unavailability of historical data, a time series-based
learning model has also been introduced in this
paper. By learning from the accumulated data from
similar domains, the LSTM and FNNmethods allow
the predictive models to get trained from accumu-
lated data and application of time series-based learn-
ing model in the local domain

The rest of the paper is structured accordingly. Section 2
outlines the previous work on the forecasting of IoT traffic. In
Section 3, the IoT traffic forecasting models used are pre-
sented in brief. Section 4 describes the evaluation methodol-
ogy with the experimental findings. In Section 5, concluded
with future trends.

2. Related Work and Research Gap

The rapid growth of network traffic leads to enormous
research contributions based on prediction of the network
traffic, but the Internet of Things requires improved and effi-
cient approaches to handle huge and dynamic data as shown
in some recent study [2, 7]. We have surveyed the different
techniques used in network traffic prediction in this section
to provide insights into the research contributions made by
others in the area of our research work.

The author proposes a model which uses spatiotemporal
features from neighboring cellular stations to target base sta-
tion. Traffic prediction is done with the help of these features
over time using deep learning algorithms like 3D convolu-
tional networks. The methodology used showed promising
results that outperformed other traffic prediction systems
[8]. Essien et al. proposed a model for urban traffic prediction
using deep learning architecture which works on features
extracted from traffic and weather-related tweets. This model
helps in multistep traffic prediction which includes deep
Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) stacked
autoencoder (SAE) architecture. The results obtained
showed to be effective in improving prediction accuracy
when compared to other traditional statistical and machine
learning models. This model was found to be useful to reduce
frustration due to heavy road traffic, low cost and increased
savings for businesses, and environmental sustainability [9].

Volkov et al. proposed an IoT traffic prediction model
using NARX neural network with a single step ahead andmul-
tistep ahead prediction. The evaluation of prediction was done

using Traincgf, Traincgp, and Trainlm neural network train-
ing algorithm along with forecasting accuracy measures like
mean square error (MSE) and mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) [10]. Meena et al. proposed a tool used for accurate
traffic flow prediction. They used machine learning, genetic,
soft computing, and deep learning algorithms to build a model
which does big-data analysis with reduced complexity for the
transportation system [11]. Feng et al. proposed a traffic pre-
diction end-to-end model using deep-learning approaches.
The model uses spatial-dependent and long-period cellular
traffic for forecasting traffic. The model comprises a feature
extractor that models spatial dependencies and encodes the
external information. It also models complicated temporal
variations using a sequential module. Spatial modeling is done
using a correlation selection mechanism, and encoding of
external information is done by embedding mechanism. The
attention mechanism is applied to the seq2seq model to build
the sequential model. The observation of results shows that
this model outperforms other traditional prediction models
by more than 12.31 percent [12].

Hua et al. proposed the Random Connectivity LSTM, an
LSTM-based deep learning model (RCLSTM). RCLSTM is
used to forecast traffic and confirm the satisfactory efficiency
of the RCLSTM with even 35% neural connectivity, and its
prediction accuracy is even higher than the basic LSTM
[13]. Wang et al. [14] suggest an optimized model for predic-
tion of space-temporal traffic flow. In comparison to tradi-
tional coevolutionary neural networks, the GCN’s
applications have a more robust and accurate capacity to
learn spatial features of the road system and the use of LSTM
with the introduction of weather and regular features as addi-
tional knowledge increases its strength in temporary feature
extraction. The test results showed the model’s capacity to
capture spatial and temporal features [14]. Zhang et al. sug-
gest a way of bridging the gap between deep learning and
mobile and wireless networking research by the adoption of
a systematic crossover of the two fields. This survey reveals
the issues facing currently and the potential of wireless net-
work research [15].

In the time series NARX feedback neural networks with
multistepped ahead prediction, Abdellah et al. proposed an
IoT-prediction model traffic time series. The prediction was
assessed using reliability assessment functions such as MSE,
SSE, MAE, and the mean absolute percentage of error
(MAPE) [16]. Essien et al. proposed a method for single-
step time series prediction using a combination of deep study
methods, such as Wavelet Transforms (WT) and 2-
dimensional CNN’s and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
stacked autoencoders (SAE). In the univariate time series
prediction, the model had positive results [17]. Kamble and
Kounte proposed to use machine learning algorithms (ML)
to identify traffic congestion using parameters such as diffi-
cult timing limitations and the speed available via GSP trajec-
tion. This paper shows that approaches to machine learning
(ML) can be useful for prediction of current and historical
data in real-time traffic and future traffic and short-term traf-
fic. There were three separate time slots used for tracking
traffic congestion that contributed to the assessment of vehi-
cle average speed [18].
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Tang et al. proposed to predict future TL and network
involvement with a new deep learning system with a TL pre-
diction algorithm. A new intelligent channel assignment
algorithm was considered to be a deep learning-based predic-
tive method with partially overlapping channel assignments.
The proposed algorithm smartly prevents future congestion
and helps to rapidly allocate appropriate channels for SDN-
IoT. It is observed that the results were much better than
other traditional channel algorithms [19]. A traffic conges-
tion control system was suggested by Nguyen et al. Different
functions of the proposed model include collection of data,
building-up of structures, modelling of traffic flow, conges-
tion prediction, and congestion services. The use of a verifica-
tion method based on the Rankine-Hugoniot condition
minimizes false predictions. The experimental model analy-
ses showed that traffic congestion can be effectively tracked
in terms of precision and network response time [20].

In deep learning methods, Polson and Sokolov suggested
a combined architecture. The architecture combines a linear
model that is equipped with ℓ1 regularization with a series of
tanh layers. In order to capture spatio-temporary effects and
short-term traffic forecasts, the proposed model was followed
[21]. Huang et al. introduced a multitask learning architec-
ture using mobile traffic prediction deep learning networks.
Three traditional algorithms for deep learning, RNN, and
3D CNN have been used. The CNN-RNN algorithm was
designed with different purposes to collect mobile traffic
resources. The experimental observation shows that the cus-
tomized CNN and RNN can be used effectively to obtain geo-
graphic and time traffic characteristics. The comparative
study shows that CNN-RNN reliably track traffic with an
accuracy of 70% to 80% [22]. Li et al. introduced a methodol-
ogy which used traffic big data analysis. There was a system-
atic analysis of the modelling and estimation of mobile
network traffic. A new traffic prediction has been created to
incorporate and explore more of these characteristics using
a dictionary learning-based alternative direction method sys-
tem. Experimental results of the established model showed
that the modelling and forecasting problems in application-
level learning of traffic and prediction were significantly
solved [23].

Luo et al. suggested a model with more than 9 layers of a
deep convolutive neural network. The proposed models with
the support of a deep convolution neural network have
shown to be more powerful in terms of prediction accuracy
than other typical vehicle recognition systems based on
machine learning algorithms [24]. Xu et al. proposed a
method for mobile traffic extraction and modelling. It has
developed, implemented, and assessed the model using a
time series analysis method that decomposes mobile large-
scale traffic based on component regularity and randomness.
The experimental proves that the regularity variable is highly
predictable and does not predict the average component [25].

Though much research explores different methodologies
for predicting, classifying network traffic for the Internet of
Things is still to be explored. Traditional prediction and clas-
sification techniques to forecast IoT-based traffic and provide
data security and integrity will not be able to give satisfying
performance and accurate results. This leads to the use of

newer AI-based intelligent techniques which are suitable to
the IoT environment. Therefore, we are proposing machine
learning methods to predict the IoT-based traffic.

3. Data Preparation

Data has to be prepared as per the model selected. The two
steps for data preparation are by firstly considering the qual-
ity of the data and then organizing the data in a particular
way for a time series forecasting context. These two steps of
data preparation are elaborated below and process see in
Figure 1.

3.1. Data Preprocessing. Abnormal measurements (e.g., due
to problems with a measuring sensor) has to be removed.
The abnormal measurements might trick the model into
learning patterns that it should not, which results in overfit-
ting the training data. Hence, it is imperative to visualize
the data in different ways to find abnormal measurements
and fix it. Data has to be normalized as per the ML models
used. For example, all features of the dataset may to be nor-
malized to a particular scale (e.g., all values between 0 and
1) as shown in

xstd =
x − xmin

xmax − xminð Þ , ð1Þ

xscaled = xstd ∗ xmax − xminð Þ + xmin: ð2Þ
Recent studies focus on applying machine learning tech-

niques to time series forecasting through supervised learning.
For this purpose, the data has to be prepared before feeding it
as input to some machine learning model. Also, predicting a
value in a time series is based on many previous values in the
same time series, e.g., yT = f ðx1, x2,⋯, xT−hÞ. Therefore, in
order to give the model some temporal context, the inputs
must be sequences of feature vectors and not just a single fea-
ture vector. The moving window approach is applied during
the learning phase as the machine learning model expects
many pairs of inputs and outputs, the number of sets n be
contingent on the number of windows the time series is split
up into which is evaluated to be T − s − h + 1, where the win-
dow size is represented as “s” and forecasting horizon as “h.”
The direct strategy for multistep forecasting is applied by
training different models for each value of h [26].

The model will iterate through the mappings window by
window and learn the temporal patterns throughout the time
series. By the end of the learning phase, the model will be an
approximation of the function f as shown below:

y t + hð Þ = f x t−n+1ð Þx t−n+2ð Þ,⋯, x tð Þ
� �

,∀t ϵ n, n + 1,⋯:,T − hf g,
ð3Þ

where f requires new inputs to also be sequences of size n
. The output similar to the trained sequence during the learn-
ing phase will be produced when the new sequence of n
inputs is fed into the model. The output will not be accurate
if the input sequence does not resemble the learning phase
inputs. This shows that the training data which was used
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for generalizing to the data in the test set has abnormal mea-
surements. Machine learning models depend on many fixed
parameters which do not directly belong to the model itself
and remain constant throughout the learning phase. These
are called hyperparameters. Tuning the hyperparameters
helps in avoiding a poorly performing model. Optimization
requires a trial-and-error approach which is usually a diffi-
cult task. A technique called grid search is often used to auto-
mate the process of empirically finding the best combination
of hyperparameters [27].

3.2. Forecasting Models

3.2.1. ARIMA. ARIMA is one of the most commonly used
time series prediction models and is a widely used statistical
technique. Exponential smoothing is also used in time series
forecasting in addition to the ARIMA model. Exponential
smoothing model relies on trend and seasonality in data
while ARIMA is responsible for describing the auto correla-
tion in the data and for predicting future values for a predic-
tion based on past time series values. The Auto-Regressive
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model, it is a linear
model of regression using its own lags as predictors.

There are two kinds of ARIMA model that can be used
for forecasting which are seasonal and nonseasonal. The
ARIMA model norm is given as an ARIMAðx, y, zÞ, where
x is the order of the AR term, y is the order of the Moving
Average term, and z is the number of differentials that are
necessary to stabilize the time series [28]. A time series prop-
erty like mean and time variance is known stationary. The
time series must be stationary in the ARIMA model. This
concerns the disadvantage of using this prediction model
because extremes, typical in traffic data sets, appear to be
missed [29]. The previous value must be removed from the
current value to make the sequence stationary. The complex-
ity of the series therefore determines how many differences
are necessary. Thus, the d value is the minimum number of

differences needed to stabilize the series, and if the time series
is already stationary, then z = 0. The series should be overdif-
ferentiated, because it affects the parameter of the model. The
“x” parameter is the lag order that shows the number of lag
observations in the model. The parameter “y” is called the
order that shows the moving average window size.

This model is defined by the differencing

Ct = ϕ1ct−1 + ϕ2 ct−2+⋯ϕxct−x + at − θ1at−1+⋯−θyat−y: ð4Þ

The model’s Equation (4) describes predicted Ct =
Constant + Linear grouping Lags of C ðupon x lagsÞ + Linear
Forecast error grouping ðupon y lagsÞ,

where c is an overall sequence of times, Ct marks the time
series forecast t, ct−1⋯ct−p is the previous time series pvalues,
ϕ1 ⋯ ϕp is the coefficients for model fitting to be defined, at
⋯ at−x zero indicates white noise and is the stirring avg.
term, θ1 ⋯ θt−x is the coefficient for model fitting to be deter-
mined, x is the autoregression term numbers, and y is stirring
avg. term numbers.

The combination of AR and MA with their respective x
and y parameters defines the operation, known as ARIMAð
x, yÞ, and is defined in Equation (5) as follows:

Ct = AR xð Þ +MA yð Þ: ð5Þ

A pure AR model is where Ct relies only on its own lags,
while Ct relies exclusively on the lagged prediction errors.

3.2.2. VARMA. For the production of linear forecasts for sets
of time series variables, vector autoregression moving aver-
age models (VARMA) are used. ARIMA is generalized to
several parallel time series. Linear forecasts are used in the
assessment of nonlinear characteristics as a benchmark.

Consider K associated time series, yt = ðy1t ,⋯, yktÞ: the
vector autoregressive (VAR) form [30] in Equation (6) can

Evaluation
of model

Collection of data

Data analysis

Preparation of data
models

Selection of
prediction model

Building a model

Fit model Improving model

Next model

All model results established

Compare resultst

Possible improvements? 

Figure 1: Flow of the proposed model.
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be a model for the conditional mean of data generation pro-
cess (DGP) of the observed series.

yt = A1yt−1+⋯+Apyt−p + ut , ð6Þ

where the coefficient matrices of Aiði = 1,⋯, p) is ðk × kÞ and
ut is a term k-dimensional error. If ut is time independent, the
conditions of yt are in Equation (7) given past observations

yt∣t−1 = E yt ∣ yt−1 ⋯ð Þ = A1yt−1+⋯+Apyt−p: ð7Þ

This model is therefore suitable for y for forecasting a time
ahead and repetitively measuring predictions with wider
horizons.

The VARMA modelling technique allowed for the
modelling of many dependent time series, both cross-
relationships and intercorrelations. Assume that zt is a sta-
tionary k-dimensional presentation sequence, then the
VARMAðx, yÞ models used in the forecast for each group
can be defined as Equation (8) [31].

ϕ Bð Þzt = ϕ0 + θ Bð Þat , ð8Þ

where “t” represents period and ϕ0 is a constant vector

ϕ Bð Þ = Ik − 〠
q

i=1
ϕiBi, ð9Þ

Θ Bð Þ = Ik − 〠
q

i=1
θiBi: ð10Þ

Two polynomial matrices of the x > 0 and y > 0 order,
respectively, are represented by Equation (7). In Equations
(9) and (10), B is an operator of a back-shift defined by Bxt
= xt − xt−1, and at has an independent, equally distributed
random sequence with a midnull covariation matrix and a
positive-defined matrix ∑a.

VARMA can be expressed as Equation (11) for any two-
time series z1t and z2t ,

z1t

z2t

" #
−

ϕ11 ϕ12

ϕ21 ϕ22

" #
+

z1t−1

z2t−1

" #
=

a1t

a2t

" #
−

θ11 θ12

θ21 θ22

" #
∗

a1t−1

a2t−1

" #
:

ð11Þ

3.2.3. Recurrent Neural Networks/LSTM. Neural networks
are a collection of algorithms designed for patterns to be
identified by means of the interpretation of sensory data
through interpretation, marking or grouping of raw data as
shown in Figure 2.

The first phase in an advancing propagation is a neural
network. The output is forecast by the network when an
input is applied. The second stage is backpropagation, where
the real learning takes place. Clanking fits well with conven-
tional feedforward neural networks, but rather than evaluat-
ing input sequences, it is restricted to individual instances.
Recurrent neural networks are based on neurons like feedfor-

ward neural networks, but, as shown in Figure 3, there are
additional connections between layers.

The RNN architecture is depicted in Figure 3. There are
one or more neurons in each square in the architecture,
and each arrow is corresponding to a completely connected
layer between the neurons on either side of the arrow. The
left side shows the cyclically weighed RNN wheras the right
side shows the over time, and the same network unrolls.
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are recurrent, as the func-
tions used for every data input are the same, and the current
input output is dependent on the last one. The output is cop-
ied into the recurrent network and returned as an input. It
takes into account the present input and the output of the
previous input. When using tanh as an activation method,
RNN does not process very long sequences.

Long-term Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks are an
improved variant of recurring, deliberately designed to pre-
vent the long-term issue of reliance. One of the inconveniences
of RNN is also corrected here as a vanishing gradient problem.
In view of time lags of uncertain length, LSTM is used to
define, process, and forecast time series. In sequence predic-
tion problems, it is able to learn order dependence [32].

LSTM architecture is shown in Figure 4.
The architecture, as shown in Figure 4, includes three cell

gates—the forgotten gate, the input gate, and the output gate.
These gates represent sigmoid functions which take values
within the [0,1] range and transfer information to and from
the cell. By descending the gradient, weight of the gates is bal-
anced. Forget gate the sigmoid feature produces a 0 to 1 value
which defines the amount of information to keep from the
previous hidden state and current input. The sigmoid feature
is used. In the cell state, Ct−1 for each number is the predeces-
sor state (ht−1) and the input (it) and the output number
between 0 and 1. The input gate selects the new data to be
stored in the memory cell. A vector of new candidate values
can be applied to the state in the tanh layer. The input gate
is combined with the tanh layer to construct a state change.
The tanh function weighs values between -1 and 1 to identify
their significance. The old state is multiplied by f i and the
information we have forgotten before. Then, we add it ∗
Ct
new. This is the current values of the candidate by how often

each state value has been modified. The performance is
finally dependent on the cell condition. The sigmoid function
selects the values by [0,1], and the tanh function measures the
values, so that their significance can be determined between
-1 and 1 and multiplied by the sigmoid output.

Equations (12) to (17) of LSTM are as follows:

f t = σ Wf ht−1, Xt½ � + bf
� �

, ð12Þ

it = σ Wi ht−1, Xt½ � + bið Þ, ð13Þ
ot = σ Wo ht−1, Xt½ � + boð Þ, ð14Þ
Ct = f i ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ Ct

new, ð15Þ
ht = ot ∗ tanh ∗ Ct , ð16Þ

Ct
new = tanh Wc ht−1, Xt½ � + bcð Þ: ð17Þ
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LSTM contains an actual memory that is not in the RNN
architecture. When backed by depth, LSTM also retains a
consistent error. It is anticipated that the LSTM network
can yield the best results because it is suitable to time
sequence problems. It is proposed that only if simpler con-
ventional approaches fail can LSTM networks apply. LSTM
is one of the most common methods for the prediction of
time series statistics and machine learning.

3.2.4. Feedforward Neural Network. Any number of layers,
units per layer, network inputs, and network outputs can be
available for a neural network. Neural feedforward network
(FNN) and the related training algorithm for backpropaga-
tion (BP). Neurons (i.e., processing units) are placed in the
form of layers in a feedforward neural network.

In Figure 5, this is a 3-layer feedforward network, which
consists of 4 units in the first (layer A), 3 units in second
(layer B), known as hidden layers, and 3 units (layer C)
known to be a layer known as output layer. There are four
network inputs and one network output in the respective
network.

A unit is equivalent to the inputs of network inputs. As
shown in Figure 5, weight is altered in each network-input/u-
nit-to-unit and unit-to-unit relation. Each unit has one addi-
tional input and one constant. The bias is the weight that
modifies this additional data. It is called feeding as all data

propagates from the network inputs to the network outputs
along the connections [33].

Oc = hHidden 〠Ic, pWc, p + bc
� �

, ð18Þ

hHidden xð Þ = 1
1 + e−γxð Þ : ð19Þ

In Equations (18) and (19), Oc is the latest hidden layer
unit c output, either P is number of units in the past hidden
layer or in the number inputs of network, Ic, p is an input
to c from either the hidden unit p of the previous layer or
the network input p,Wc, p is the weight by which either unit
p to unit c or p to unit c is altered, and bc is the bias. H
HiddenðxÞ is the unit’s sigmoid enhancer. The y controls
the slope of the feature constantly. Equation (20) gives the
network input to the j processing unit

netj =〠
i

xiwij + θ j, ð20Þ

where xi ′s is the output of the previous layer, wij is the
weight, which specifies the position of the sigmoid, of the
relation unit i to j, and θ j is the weight of the bias.

A neural feed network primarily operates with estab-
lished examples by forming the network. Based on the differ-
ence between op and yp, a performance criterion function is
defined. The sum of the squared error (SSE) function in
Equation (21) is a widely used criterion function

F =〠
p

Fp = 1/2〠
p

〠
k

ypk − opk
� �2

, ð21Þ

where p is the model index and k the output unit index.
The output layer error is restored via the network, and the

Output layer

Hidden layer

Input layer

 # hrs sleep

 # hrs study

P1

P2

X1

a

b

Predicted
test score

Figure 2: An example of a neural network.

Unroll W

W

WH

A A2 A3A1 At

B B1 B2 B3 Bt

HtH3H2H1

Figure 3: RNN architecture.
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weights (wij) are updated based on their contribution to the
error function shown in

Δwij = −
ηδF
δwij

, ð22Þ

where η is called learning rate; the phase size of the weight
is determined during the update.

4. Experimental Results Analysis and Discussion

In this section, we carry out experimental research to exam-
ine the efficiency in real traffic data sets of ARIMA and LSTM
driven prediction models. Network service provider and traf-
fic data from the UCI library were collected in 11 cities.

4.1. Experimental Setup. With varied durations of training
sets, lengths of future predictions, feature sets used in learn-
ing and prediction, and so on, the suggested methodology
is implemented on a single computer using Python. By utiliz-
ing Python to create a time series model, we can capture
more of the data’s complexity and incorporate all of the data
pieces that are relevant. Adjustments to different measure-
ments are also made possible which makes it potentially
more accurate.

4.2. Experimental Results. In this section, we present the traf-
fic forecasting performance results in following subsections,
including time series collection at regular intervals, convert-
ing the time series into stationary time series, converting to
supervised and then applying time series algorithm, evaluat-
ing the performance accuracy by using root mean square
error (RMSE), R-squared score, mean absolute error
(MAE), and mean absolute percent error (MAPE) perfor-
mance indicators.

In linear forecasts of fixed time series variables, vector
autoregression moving averages (VARMA) can be used. Sev-
eral time series based on each other are modelled. The

Ct-1

ht-1

X

X

Xtanh

tanh

bb bb

Cell state

ht

ht

Ct

σ σ σ

++++

+

Output

Next cell state

Next hidden stateHidden state
Input

Outputs:

Ct
New updated

memory

ht Curent output

σ Sigmoid layer

tanh Tanh layer

b Bias

Nonlinearities:

X Sealing of
infromation

+ Adeding
infromation

Vector operations:

Xt

Inputs:

Ct-1
Memmory from 
last LSTM units

ht-1
Output of 

last LSTM units

Current inputXt

Figure 4: Architecture of LSTM.

Network
output

Unit to unit
connection

Network input
to unit 

connection

Network
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Layer A
unit

Layer B
unit

Layer C
unit

Figure 5: Architecture of feedforward network.

Table 1: Results of Dickey-Fuller test.

Test statistic -1.025742e+01

p value 4.324537e-18

#lags used 3.100000e+01

Number of observations used 4.968000e+03

Critical value (1%) -3.431667e+00

Critical value (5%) -2.862122e+00

Critical value (10%) -2.567080e+00

dtype Float64
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interrelationships of the series are accounted for both. In the
following step, each time series with an ARIMA model is
modelled. Therefore, for multivariate stationary sequences,
this model can be called the generalization of ARIMA. The
vector autoregression moving average (VARMA) is a mix-
ture between VAR and VMA and a generalized ARIMA
model for stationary multivariate time sets. It is defined by
parameters “x” and “y.” It is similar to ARIMA, which is able
to behave as an AR model by setting “y” as 0 and “x” as 0 as
an MA model. Thus, VARMA is also able of interim like
VAR model by setting “y” to 0 and as a VMA model by set-
ting “x” to 0.

When we work with LSTM, the series data can be used as
it is or can be converted to supervised learning data using
“shift ðÞ” function of the Pandas. Both the methods men-
tioned above are applied in our project. Hence, we have used
two implementations of LSTM.

The DataFrame is created by inserting columns from the
front and assigning NaN values to the inserted columns or
inserting columns at the end and filling NaN values at the
end. This process is accomplished using the shift () function.
The shift () function will produce lag observation columns
and prediction observation columns for the time series data
set in a controlled learning format. Once all the comments
are passed down, a new row is added to top. The new inserted
row does not have information, so NaN represents “zero.”
The moved column with the aid of the shift feature is inserted
next to our original sequence. New time series problem
frameworks are generated using the shift () function on
Pandas from the desired input and output sequence length.
Pandas are a helpful tool in that it helps us to explore various
framings of a time series problem using machine learning
algorithms for model performance.

The data points obtained are called time series at constant
intervals. Time series are analyzed to assess the long-term
patterns in order to predict the future or do some other
research. The two factors which distinguish a time series
from a normal regression problem are as follows: (1) The lin-

ear model of regression is time-independent, and the time
series depends on the time. (2) Time series have certain sea-
sonal trends that are unique to a specific timing. By con-
structing a time series model using Python, we can
understand the dynamics of the data more easily and include
all the important data elements. Adjustments are often made
to various dimensions which can make it more precise.

The time series must be converted into a time series (TS).
It says that time series is stationary because of their statistical
properties, such as average and variation according to their
ability to stay continuous overtime. Most models of the time
range presume that the time range is stationary [34]. If the
time series plans to carry out a specific action over an era, it
is likely to be the same in the future. Many studies in connec-
tion with stationary series often claim queer and simpler to
deploy stationary time series in comparison with other non-
stationary series. Stationary behavior is determined using
certain fixed criteria’s. However, practically the time series
is assumed to be stationary if it has constant statistical

0.15 0.2 0.25 0.30.10.050

RMSE values

VARMA

ARIMA

LSTM

Feedforward-NN

RMSE score

RMSE score

Figure 6: Comparing the RMSE scores of all the applied models.
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properties that does not change overtime and that does not
depend on time. In order to determine the statistical proper-
ties considered are as follows: (1) constant mean, (2) constant
variance, and (3) self-covariance. Consequently, most time
series used in the forecast models are stationary, or the time
series must be stationary in order to suit a model. Visualiza-
tion and the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test are the
two typical methods for the control of the time series
stationarity.

As shown in Table 1, according to an interpretation of the
results of the time series statistical analysis, there have been
even fewer differences in the mean and standard deviation
in magnitude in the time series listed. From the observation,
it is shown that the test statistic is smaller than the 1% critical
value. There are no missing values in the data observed as all

values from starting are given weights. Therefore, this data
will work even with fresh values.

4.3. Statistical Performance Evaluation. The accuracy of the
traffic prediction models has been evaluated by mean abso-
lute error (MAE), rooted mean squared error (RMSE), and
R-squared values.

MAE = 1/ξ〠
ξ

i=1
yi − Yij j,

RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1/ξ〠

ξ

i=1
yi − Yið Þ2,

vuut
ð23Þ

Plotted the actual v/s predicted lines
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where yi and Yi denote the predicted value and the ground
truth of region i for predicted time step and ξ is the total
number of samples.

Figure 6 shows the RMSE values attained by various algo-
rithms taken up for the research study for prediction of IoT
traffic. The scores reveal that LSTM and feedforward-NN
give better accuracy over ARIMA and VARMA.

The prediction results clearly show that the accuracy of
prediction strongly depends on the training dataset, stan-
dardization of data, statistical evaluation, and the feature set
used in the learning scheme. The results in Figure 7 indicate
that the reframed LSTM and feedforward-NN are perform-
ing significantly better than other forecasting models such
as VARMA and ARIMA.

It can be observed from Figures 8–10 that the highest
accuracy in predicted and actual values is given by feedfor-
ward-NN, then at slight difference by reframed LSTM over
the accuracy produced by ARIMA.

5. Conclusion and Future Scope

Prediction of IoT traffic in the recent years has attracted an
insightful attention for enhancing resource and bandwidth
utilization. This paper is focusing on the study of the problem
of IoT traffic prediction by employing machine learning,
deep learning, and statistical time series-based prediction
methods including LSTM, ARIMA, VARMA, and feedfor-
ward neural networks. In the different traffic intervals and
architecture parameters, a comparative study of prediction
models on the basis of statistical learning has been per-
formed. In the prediction of futuristic IoT-based traffic, the
LSTM model and FNN model have shown the considerable
accuracy over the conventional models such as VARMA
and ARIMA. Our experiment results demonstrate that the
LSTM and feedforward neural networks (FNN) exhibit more
accurate predictions as compared to the other methods con-
sidered for comparative study on the basis of statistical
parameters such as RMSE score, MAE score, and R-sqaured

values. The future scope of the research is to design algo-
rithms which can consider all dynamic parameters of IoT
environment and can predict the upcoming traffic with more
accuracy.
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